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I.  Intro:iuction 
(1) The  Council Resolution of 19  September 1978 adopte:i the principle that 
the Commission would suhnit pericx:lic reports on the state of the 
shipbui.lding in:iustry.  This is such a  report ani seeks to outline the 
cuxrent situation in the shipbui.lding 1.n:iustry ani market in 1987 
compa.re:i  with previous years . 
(2) It follows on from  the report prepare:i by the Calmnission in CX::tober 
1985 ana.lys.ing  the situation in 1984.  The Commission did not sul:xnit  a 
special report on the shipbuilding in:iustry in 1985 or 1986 since all 
the data. relat.ing to this sector in these two  years had been identified 
ani discussed at length in the comrmmications to the Council 
(Orientation paper on future aid for shipbuild.ing  (Annex I  to 
o:::M(86)  324 final) ani Shipbuild.ing - in:iustrial,  social ani regional. 
aspects  (CXIM(87)  275 final)). 
(3) The  Commission has confine::l itself in this report to a  factual a.naJ.ysis 
of the situation in 1987 in  viev~ of the time it takes to collate 
definitive data for the shipbuild.ing in:iustry which would have meant it 
could not present a  report to the Council on the situation in 1987 
before the eni of the year. 
Annex II describes recent developments in the iniustry in the Member 
States.  The  information ani data it contains a.re  J.a.rgely drawn  from  the 
latest report by the Association of West  European Shipbuilders  (AWES). 
Iniustrial policy ani relations between the Community ani its main 
competitors,  particularly in the Fa.r  East,  will be discusse:i later in 
the light of the poll  tical, strategic,  economic,  socia.l ani regional. 
imperatives which the Commission a.rd/  or the COuncil consider should be 
dea.1  t  with in more detail. - 3  -
II. General  economic backgroun:i 
(1)  The  trend  of  the  economic  growth  during  1987  maintained  the  same  Level  as 
in  the  previous  year  (+  2.8 l).  However,  during  1988,  the  economy  in  the 
industrialised  countries  benefited  from  an  unexpected  dynamism  of  its own 
as  well  as  from  world  trade,  Leading  to a  better growth  (+  3.9 l)  than 
expected  at  the  beginning  of  the  year. 
The  Latest  forecasts  show  that,  despite  some  moderation,  GDP  growth  is still 
Likely  to be  strong  in  1989  (around  3  l)  in the  OECD  area,  the  seventh  year 
of  continuing  expansion  in activity. 
(2) Iniustria.l production followe:i the same pattern as economic growth .in 
1987.  There was  again a  much  lower rate of increase in heavy iniustry, 
of which shipbuild.ing forms  a  part,  than in overall industrial 
prcxiuction,  as  had already been seen particularly since 1980.  This is 
even more strik.lilg confirmation of the fact that these two growth rates 
are inieperrl.ent of each other. 
(3) Aooorcling to GA'IT's  estimates there was  a  4%  iincrease in the volume of 
world trade in 1987,  higher than in 1985 or 1986  (3.  !:7lb  in roth 
years).  Although much  lower than the rapid expansion of the 1950s a.n:i 
1970.S , it is nevertheless  (one a.n:i  a  half points) higher than the 
average rate of growth at the beginn.lilg of the 1980s. 
(4) T.he  fact that world trade has outstripped prcxiuction is confirmation of 
the treni towards greater international specialization. 
(5) GA'IT  experts take the view that the volume of world trade could rise by 
at least the same  rate as in 1987  (-+4%)  unless there are further  jolts 
on fi.na.nciaJ.  rra.rkets or a  serious recession in the United States. - 4  -
III.  Treni in ship_ping 
(1)  Shipbuilding,  worldwide,  has not escapei the effects of the problems 
on the shipping :rra.rket  ca.usei by overca.paci  ty of merchant fleets. 
This excess capacity is due to divergent factors which have upset the 
overa.ll .l::a.la.nce  of the sector with a  serious slump in dema.n:i  for 
shipping which bas not been rnatchai by a  pa.ra.llel trerrl in the fleet. 
A cornpa.rison of the present situation with that :in 1973 will 
illustrate this effect:  the present fleet is 3~  larger whereas 
seaborne trade is 1~  down. 
(2)  The  pl.acing of speculative orders for non-i.mme:i:i.a.te  nee:is  (a 
phenomenon  which was  p3.I'ticularly markei :in 1984) ani the early 
replacement of ships .before they have booome obsolete by shipowners 
seeking to exploit the low prices offerei by Far Eastern shipyards 
are some  of the factors which have helpei to na.inta.in excess 
shi  pp.ing ca.paci  ty. 
(3)  The  fact  that  the  upturn  in  economic  nctivity  over  the  past  few  years  has 
not  been  matched  by  an  equivalent  increase  in  the  volume  of  shipping 
(referred  to  as  decoupling  effect)  is  also another  new  and  very  important 
factor.  It  was  due  namely  to  : 
a)  changes  in  trade  patterns  and  a  decrease  in  the  average  voyage 
distances  for  some  of  the  main  bulk  commodities 
b)  the  establishment  of  industrial  production  facilities  in  the  newly 
i;1dustrialized  countries 
c)  a  reduction,  in  the  wake  of  technical  and  economic  progress,  of  the 
required  tonnages  with  regard  to  the  main  bulk  commodities  such  as 
oil,  iron  ore  and  other  minerals 
d)  a  grow·ing  trend  in  the  industrialized  countries  towards 
"dematerialization" of  the  economy  and  "miniaturization". 
(4)  After zero growth in 1985 followei by a  3%  increase :in 1986 world 
shipping rose by only  1% in 1987. - 5  -
(5)  In terms of tonne-miles tonnage levels rose by 6.1% in 1900,  after 
fa.J..ling  by 2.  7%  in 1985;  however,  the increase in 1987 was  only o. E!fk 
(Table 1 ,  Fig.  1) .  Despite these increases levels in 1987 were still 
some  10lb  lower than in 1973. 
(6)  The ilnprovement in 1900 was  due to the increasei volume of petroleum 
products ca.rrie:l as  a  result of the fall in oil prices.  1  Their 
tonnage levels sta.bilizei in 1987 as  the price of oil began to rise 
again. 
Fig. 1  WOrld  seaborne trade Ctonne--miles) 
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(7)  After a  general slump in freight rates from  the late 19708  the recent 
rise in these rates for container ships,  oil tankers ani bulk 
carriers in particular.  combinei with a  more  rational. utilization of 
fleets.  has.  for  the first time,  brou.g'ht  about a  ma.rkei improvement 
in the state of affairs in the shipping sector. 
1 Crude oil ani petroleum products nake up a.roun:i 60!6  of world trade. - 6-
rv.  Fleet trems 
(1) Despite the recent positive tren:i in shippi.ng,  the persistent excess 
merchant fleet capacity worldwide in virtually all sectors of the 
market,  which is still put at arourrl 20*J,  ca.rmot be ignore:i. 
(2) Tonnage withdrawn from  the freight market ten:ie:i to fall in 1986.  This 
tren:i,  which continue:i ani even amplifie:i in 1987,  is of course 
attributable to the increase in the volume of shippi.ng  (Tables 2 
ani 3). 
Ca)  Tonnage  broken  up:  the  record  Level  of  47.8 million  dwt  in  1985 
fell  to  36.2  million dwt  in  1986  and  22  million  dwt  in 1987,  the 
Lowest  Level  since  1981.  During  the  first  months  of  1988,  this 
trend  seemed  to  be  continuing.  In 1986  the decline  in oil  tanker 
and  combination  bulk  carrier  tonnage  broken  up  was  partly offset  by 
the  increase  in  that  of  bulk  carriers  but  in  1987  there  was  a 
marked  fall  (some  SOt  compared  with  1986)  in  bulk  carrier  tonnage 
broken  up. 
Of  the oormtries specializing in the breaking up of vessels Taiwan 
increase:i its market share from  48%  in 1986 to 54%  in 1987.  Chi.na. 
ani Korea slippe:i b9.ck slightly a.rrl now  they have only a  20*, share 
of the world market.  In:lia,  Pakistan ani Bangladesh have an 8% 
share,  1%  less than in 1986.  In Europe Turkey has :ilnprove:i its 
position to the detriment of Spain. 
(b) T~  laid 'lll':  the level of tonnage laid up has steadi.l  y 
d.ecl:inei since 1983 with a  particularly sharp decline from  1985 
( -22%  from  January 1985 to January 1986,  -~  from  January 1986 to 
January 1987 ani -34%  from January 1987 to Ja.rrua.ry ·1988). - 7-
(c) Torrnage usei for storage:  as  oil prices began to pick up the 
tonnage use1 for storage sta.rte:l to decJ j ne in 1987,  fa.l.ling  to 
12.6 million dwt at the beg:i..nning  of the year. 
(3) The Community fleet  ·decl.ll1a:i by 53.8 million gt between 1980 a.n::l  1987 
to only 5~  of its tonnage in 1980  (Table 3) .  The Community share of 
the world fleet also fell from  28. 7%  to 16.  6!(, during the same period. 
Fig.  2  Community  share of  the world  fleet 
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The la.rgest re:iuctions in Member  States'  fleets over the p35t three 
years have 1::een in Greece ani the United Kingdom which together account 
for 64%  of the re:iuction in the Community fleet cornpa.rai with 1984. 
An  analysis  of  the  world  fleet  by  type  of  vessel  shows  that  the 
Community  is strong  in  the  container sector  (28.5%),  in  passen~er 
ships,  ferries,  car  ferries  and  supply  vessels  (20.8~)  and  crude oil 
carriers  or  oil  products/chemical  tankers  (18.3%). 
However,  the  Community  share  is  Lower  for  LNG  carriers  (11.7%), 
chemical  products  carriers  (14.1%)  and  bulk  carriers  (14.8%)  for 
which  the  share  is  below  the  percentage of  these  categories  in  the 
world  fleet. - 8-
As fa:r as the age of the fleet ts ooncerne:i.  a1  th.oug'h  there a:re quite 
considerable variations from  one Member  State to another,  in general 
terms only 34%  of the Community fleet is less than 10 years old.  This 
compares w1 th 4CJl1,  for all OEU>  countries,  39lG  for developing countries, 
38lb  for Comecon countries a.rrl  3CJl1,  for open registers.  This too high 
proportion of ageing vessels in the Community fleet is a.  reflection of 
reiuce::l investment by shipowners.  If this s1  tuation continues. 
international competitiveness will inevitably suffer. 
(4) In the light of this deteriorating situation in the shipping sector the 
Council adoptai four Regu.la.tions on shipping1 in December  1986.  These 
form  the first steps towards the fo:rrnu.l.a.tion  of a.  Community  shipp.:Ulg 
policy. 
(5)  The  Commission  is  preparing  proposals dealing  with  short-term 
action  as  well  as  Long-term  and  back-up  measures  to  make  the 
Community  fleet  more  competitive. 
1  Council Regulation (EEC)  No  4055/00 of 22 December  1986 applying the 
principle of freed.om  to provide services to maritime transport between 
Member  States an1 between Me.rr.ber  States a.rrl third countries. 
Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  4056/86 of 22 December  1986 laying down 
deta.ilei rules for the application of Articles 85 a.rrl  86 of the Treaty to 
rna.ri time transport. 
Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  4057/86 of 22 December  1986  on unfair pric.:Ulg 
practices in rna.ri time transport. 
Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  4058/86 of 22 December  1986 concern:Ulg 
coordina:te:i action to safeguard free access to cargoes in ocean trades. - 9-
v.  Situation in the shipbn11 ding in:iu.st:cy 
General trerrls 
(1) Over the last three years the sector bas continue::l to feel the effoots 
of the structural crisis which blew up in 19"16.  '1bese effects have 
taken the form  of: 
1.  excess supply in relation to derra.n:i despite susta.inei efforts to 
cut capacity (6a.o in the case of the Community ani arouni 50!6  in 
the case of Japa.n1) resulting in overcapacity worldwide of just 
over 20Jb;2 
2.  after steadily fa.ll.ing up to the mid-198Qs prices began to rise in 
1985 (the worst year as far as prices are concerne::l)  up to the e:r:d 
of 1987 (in usn per cgt deliverai).  Aocord.ing to Table No  4 
compilai by Fea.rnleys,  this increase in C  current) usn  was  35% 
(ranging from  25%  for a  31  500 cgt tanker to 5()l(,  for a  16 600 cgt 
bu.llt carrier)  . 
Nevertheless,  it  should  be  observed  that  as  these  price-increases 
during  the  Last  two  years  are  calculated  in  current  USD  values, 
the  positive  effects  of  this  rise  have  been  undone  to  a  considerable 
extent  by  the  decrease  of  the  exchunge  rate  of  the  USD,  not  only  as 
compared  to  Eurooean  currencies  but  also  as  regards  Yen  and  Won. 
Thus,  1987  prices, were  even  in  US~ still some  30%  Lower  than  1980 
or  1981  LeveLs3.  This  has  meant  that  virtually all  shipyards  have 
s u f fer· e  cJ  - rn o  1m t i n  g  - h  u  ~1 e  l o sse  s  over  the  l as t  f e w yea r s,  w  i  l h  t he i r 
prices  faiLing  to  cover  actual  production  costs  and  wiping  out  their 
profit  margins. 
1  Acco:rding to AWES,  world prcduction c.apacity in 1976 was  est:ilna.tai to be 
22. 5  million cgt,  17.  8  million cgt in 1985 ani by 1990 it is ex:peota:l  to 
fall to 16.3 million. 
2  For the record:  Korea ani Finla.n.i have not followai the same 
capacity--cutting treni as in other countries. 
3  See  Fig.  3. 40 
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These  Losses  have  been  and  still are  covered  on  the  one  hand,by  direct 
subsidies  from  the  governments  of  shipbuilding  countries  and  indirect 
subsidies  (guarantees  from  governmental  or  Local  authorities)  or,  on 
the  other  hand,  by  compensations  for  industrial/financial  groups  as 
well  as 
11flexibLe"  attitudes on  the  part  of  central  banks; 
3.  a  paxallel excess of supply in the shipping sector, descr.iliErl in 
the previous chapter,  has not generatai ooonomically sustainable 
d.errani for vessels.  This d.ema.ni has to be ex:aoerba.tai by 
speculative orders fuelled by international price campeti  tion. 
USD  million 
77 
Fig.  3  Contract prices for ord.ers  of new vesse1 s 
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Prcxiuction (Tables 5  a.rx:l  5a.) 
(1) In international terms  1987 had the lowest prcxiuction levels for many 
years,  the last time lower gross tonnage levels were recordei bei.rlg 
1965. 
(2) In compensa.ted gross tonnage terms Cormnunity  prcxiuction was  71%  lower 
than in 1976.  During the same  period prcxiuction fell by 54. 5%  in Japan 
ani 58.  1%  in all other shi  pbuild:i.ng countries.  On  the other bani, 
Korea's prcxiuction rose to 1. 2  million cgt increasing its deliveries by 
240l,. 
Fig.  4  Prcxiuction 
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(3) The  volu.e  of vessels delivere::l in the COmmunity  fell by a  further 9.5% 
in 1987 after a  22. 63b  drop in 1986.  'This decline reflects the sharp 
fa.lling off in world orders over the last few years. 
(4)  The  fact  that  the  drop  in  Community  production  in  1987  (9.5%)  was 
Less  than  the  world's  average  (-23.8t),  caused  the  Community  share 
of  the  market  to  rise  from  15.7%  in 1986  to 18.6%  in  1987. 
(5) Japan ma.inta.ine::l its 41.7%  share of the world market in 1987 
registering little change over the previous year  ( 41.  9li). 
(6) Despite a  fall in prcduction in 1987,  which was  mainly due to cyclical. 
factors.  South Korea contizru.es  to be one of the most competitive 
countries worldwide with a  market share of arouni 13*..  It should. 
however,  be notai that these cyclical. problems do not appear to have 
had a  serious effect on expectai production performance in early 1987. 
At the eni of 1986  the Korean order .book conta.ined orders for vessels 
totalling 1  110.5 cgt for delivery in 1987,  a  figure very close to 
actual prcduction levels for the year as a  whole  (1  193.5 cgt). - 13 -
New  OrderS  (Tables 6  ani 6a.) 
(1) After fa.l.ling in 1986 to their lowest level sinoe the beginning of the 
crisis new  orders sta.bi 1 i ze:i at 9. 5  million cgt in 1987.  This figure is 
a  long way  below the average of the 1980s  (arouni 12 million cgt). 
(2) There was a  slight improvement in new  orders for Conmnmity  shipyards in 
1985,  mainly owing to speculative orders,  but their level hardly 
reache:i 1.  5  million cgt in 1986 ani stood at only 2  million cgt in 
1987.  This slightly lower level of orders than in 1985  (2.2 million 
cgt) is only 63%  of the level of new  orders in 1976 (3.1 million cgt). 
(3) Al.  though there has been a  downward tren:l in new  world orders for more 
than ten years,  the Conmnmi ty has roa.nage:i  to improve its relative 
mrket share from  16.  '7%  in 1986 to 20.  2%  in 1987,  regaining its 1976 
level. 
Japan's  share  of  new  orders  dipped  (32t  in  1987  compared  with 
36.2t in  1986)  in  the  wake  of  the  revaluation  of  the  yen  and 
competition  from  Korea. 
South Korea's share of the world mrket has risen steadily (from  7.EY*. 
in 1985 to 14.3% in 1986 ani 19.9!6 in 1987). 
'The  Eastern Bloc countries had capture:i just tmier  2CJll,  of world orders 
in 1986 but their share in 1987 was only the average of previOU:S  years 
(10.~). 
( 4) In 1987 Cornrmmi ty shipowners ordere:i a  total of 1.  7  million cgt in 
vessels.  These orders,  which were  1 . 3  million cgt higher than in 1986, 
were place::l mainly with national shipyards  (77  .~) (Table 7). 
.A3 - 14 -
Only 3.3%  of the tonnage ordere:i by Community  shipowners went to the 
shipyards of a  Member  State other than their own. 
(5) COmmunity  shipyards exportei 28.7% of their prcxiuction outside the 
Coimnuni ty.  This level has hardly cha.nge:i  campa.re:i with previous years. 
(6) It Will be seen from  a  breakdown by type of vessel of new  orders at 
world level that the greatest decline has been for bulk carriers 
(Table 8). 
The generally susta.:ine:i level of oil tankers ordere:i (p:u'ticularly 
VJ..Ir.s)  :in 1987 confirms a  tren:i which had already emerged  in the seconi 
half of 1986  for old vessels to be replacei. 
The  Community  share  in  1987  for  all  main  types  of  vessels  except 
bulk  carriers  (which  has  become  marginal- 4.4%)  has  improved 
compared  with  1986.  For  non  cargo  carrying  vessels  the  share  was 
28.7%  in  1987.  The  Community  share  for  oil  tankers  was  7.7% 
(mainly attributable to  orders  placed  in Spain). 
Fig.  5  New  Orders 
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Order books  (Tables 9,  9a.  and 10 ani Annex II) 
( 1) After slumping in 1983 Community  shipyai'ds'  order books continued to 
· thin out each year right up to 1986 (3 million cgt).  This trerxi was 
reversed for the first time in 1987 w1 th a  20.  2%  increase in Community 
shipyards'  order books  (3. 7  million cgt) compared with 1986.  The 
Community  share of world order books has continued to rise from  18.3% 
in 1985 to 19. ~  in 1986 ani 22.  4%  in 1987.  This increase is la.rgel  y 
due to cyclical orders (in the case of Italy,  for example,  in the wake 
of the law adopted in December  1986 to renew  the fleet) or .lllcreases in 
sub'3idies given to the iniustry (in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
for example,  subsidies have risen from  12%  to 20l(, includi.ng for vessels 
for export). 
'The  consistent level of Community  order books also reflects the fact, 
which has already been pointed out in earlier reports,  that Community 
shipyards have longer lead times compared with Asian yards.  This is 
partly due to the feMer  IlUl'llber  of hours worked per year ani partly to 
the type of vessel ordered which is very sophisticated ani hence takes 
longer to build. 
'The  ratio between to:nnage  ordered a.n:l  to:nnage  completed is higher for 
the Conununi ty than for Asian shipbuilders. 
<2)  At  national  level  order  books  have  become  fuller  in  almost  all  Member 
States.  This  increase  has  been  particularly marked  in  Italy  (+85.9%). 
(3) As  regards the other IM.jor shipbuilders,  Japan's share has steadily 
fallen since 1984  (37. 2%)  to 17.  6l6  at the errl of 1987 whereas Korea's 
share continued to rise from  12.  2%  in 1986 to 15.  9l6  in 1987. - 16 -
C  4) Al  th.ough there has been a.n  improvement in Community  order books,  they 
still, in a.tsolute terms,  account for only 60lb  of 1982  tonnage ani a 
ID.Jinber  of shipyards is clear  1  y  having to interrupt work progrcumnes . 
Fig.  6  Order books at the erxi of the yea.r 
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(1) The total number  of  jol::G  in CollUlll.lility  shipyards fell by nearly 59*, 
between 1975 ani 1987  (65%  .in the buildi.ng of new  cargo ships ani 52% 
in the repairs sector) . 
(2) Table 11  shows mjor divergences between Member  States in the 
contraction of the workforce in the shipbuilding in:iustry.  The fall in 
employment in 1987  (-17.1%) was,  however,  much faster than that in the 
previous two years  (a.rouni 12%). 
(3) In view of the decline in employment levels ani expecte:i trerrls for the 
next few years the Co:mm:i.ssion  presente:i proposaJ.s for Coimnuni ty 
programmes in the social ani regional sector1 on 7  August  1987. 
On  26  August  this  year  the  Council  approved  the  Community  programme 
CRENAVAL)  for  the  European  Regional  Development  Fund.  It  aims  at 
developing  new  economic  activ·ities  in  the  regions  hit  by  the  restructuring 
of  the  shipbuilding  industry.  The  Commission  approved  on  8  August  1988 
2  a  revised  specific  Community  programme  of  accompanying  social  measures  ; 
it  wishes  that  the  Council  should  adopt  this  programme  in  the  second 
half  of  the  year. 
Fig.  7  -
Reference  1985  =  100 
2L:O 
180 
i6i) 
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so 
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Table  based  on  national  sources 
83  84  85 
I. 
EEC  12 
EEC  10 
1  COM(87)  275 final a.menie:i by documents 6388/88 of 19 May  1988 ani 7440/88 
of 28 June 1988 to take account of Parliament's opinion (doc.  7026/88 FE. 
RESOL  250 RC  11) an:i to ensure consistency with structural fun:i reforms. 
2  COM  C88)  455  final Annex  I 
S  T A T I  S  T I  C A L  A N N E X IA~Lt  I  - WUKLU  ~tA~UKNt  IKAUt  ANU  lAKuU  ~Lttl 
.. 
·-,  Oil  products  Other  cargo  TOT/\L 
i 
~-- ------------------------ ----------------------------·  I 
I 
*  * 
I  *  I  Seaborne  trade  Fleet  Seaborne  trade  Fleet  Seaborne  trade  Fleet  I 
~--- --··-·--·--···~-· 
! 
; 
'000  '000  '000  m  i ll  ion  eference  m  i ll  ion  referencE  million  reference  million  reference  million  reference  million  referenc  tonne- 1973--100  dwt  1973--100  tonne- J973a1a)  dwt  19T5-10J  tonne- 19l3··1W  dwt  1973-1lX.  miles  miles  miles  .. 
: 
----1  ---
I  i  1973  10  217  100  234.3  100  5  18 7  100  205.6  100  1 5  401,  I 
100  '·39.?  100  I  1974  10  621  104  275.4  1 18  5  766  11 1  218.6  106  16  387  I 
106  493.9  112 
;  1975  9  730  95  313.0  134  5  636  109  2:50. 7  11 2  15  366  1  ·124 
I 
I 
100  543.7  I  1976  11  149  109  343.9  147  5  874  1 1  3  (.II (. t,  120  17  023 
I 
11 1  591.3  1134 
I 
I 
1977  11  403  11 2  356. 1  152  6  050  11 7  268.6  131  17  t, 53  113  624.6  142 
I  1978  10  546  103  353.0  1  51  6  338  1  23.  279.8  i36  16  934  ;  1  1  0  632,7  144  I 
I  1979  10  497  103  350.9  150  7  016  1  35  237.0  140  17  513 
I  1  1 4  637.9  i 
! 
lf. 5  I 
i  1980  9  239  90  348.4  149  7  3?2  1  '· 2  293.0  143  1  6  611  I  103  64,. 3  I 14 6  :  I  !  1981  8  193  80  342.9  1  1,6  7  1,6';  1  '· :,  305.9  1  '· 9  1 s  662  102  648.7 
I  I 4 7 
I 
I 
I  1982  6  282  62  I  322.S  138  7  2i7  I  139  ::,zo.6  iSS  1 3  /199  ??  643.0  146  I 
uu 
I  1983  5  558  54  301 • 4  129  'I  022  LS  331.0  i)6  12  J80  ez  632., 4  1L.4  1984  5  648  55  28S.1  122  7  na  150  341. 2  166  13  4 26  87  626.2  142  1985  5  157  50  25 7. 1  110  7  908  152  3£.8.2  169  13  065  85  605.3  138  1986  5  905  58  249.7  107  7  951  1 53  345.5  168  13  856  90  595.2  135  I 
1987  5  905  58  2'+ 5. 5  1  OS  8  059  155  342.2  166  13  964 
I 
91  589,7  134  i 
I 
i  Est. 
I 
I 
*  as  at  the  end  of  the  year.  p  =provisional.  Source:  Fearnleys,  Oslo. 
~ 
\._$::>  :·  .  .  .  .  .· ... ··:-:;.· .. Tonnage  laid  up  Tonnage  broken  up  Tonnage  used  for  storage 
/MJnth  No  I  grt  dwt  No  grt  I  dwt  rmth I 
No  dwt 
I 
:97S~V~I  765  29  651  55  289  I  I 
737  25  485  47  'S07  1978  1  088  12  8.40,21  703 
~ :1791  I  59 5  16  678  30  290  1979  I  40  7  855 
VII  417  11  2C6  20  063  1979  90<l  6  997  11  137  VII  37  6  668 
I  X  353  7  490  12  518  '  I  X  37  6  672 
!  I 
>~80  I  T  298  6  204  10  603  I  1980!  J  39  7  11? 
I  vi I  268  6  767  12  2ll9  1980  887  9  184,15  9.:10  : VTI  45  9  199 
I X 
233  5  371  9  51 2  I  I  ~  67  14  266 
I 
: ?81 I I  ;'2 9  a  e...ao  8  28 (3  ~~8lj  1  74  16  666 
V T  J  2<l6  8  61A  15  562  1981  A  2a  9  7R9  17  517  I  VII  Tl  15  668 
I  X  2fl7  10  399  19  014  '  X  1a 9  35  950 
I  l 
. Of32  .  ~ 
I 
353  14  111  26  391 
085,32 
1952.:  I  I  120  28  757  -- I  l 
IV!I  624  25  437  49  122  1982  1  081  18  160  .  i  '.'II  79  18  295 
'  i X 
I l  071  35  293  67  260  I 
X  lea 
13  860 
I  I  !  r%3/  I 
'  l  29 21 ao  657  Tl  168  195:3  '  S.9  11  81"2 
!  ·n  ~  l  403  .as  093  85  755  1983  1  323  20  299136  881  . ".'I I  70  13  <l82  --
;(  4.29  \~2 
!  X.  78  868 
! 
1  &a1  60  959  14 
I  I  ;  ::sa/  i  1  3831-ao  005  Tl  27.:1  19600:.  !  73  13  450  -- - I 
VII  1  202  35  529  66  3 41  1984  1  500  19  661  3A  757  ! 'I!  I  95  19  672 
I 
X  1  147  33  049  61  593  I  X  98  21  164 
I 
i 
!.985  l  1  015 )31  G48  58  19 4  I  1965i  T  86  17  8.47 
VI I  926  28  ISO  )4  510  1985  1  722  26  :545147  801  I  ,, ~I  07  1S  1  01 
X  96.3  30  083  )7  036  i 
I  X  91  18  223 
1 
!.986  I  840  24  219  1966 j  I 
., 
45  262  78  ll,  169 
VII  741  16  639  30  325  1986  1  576  20  560  36  164  VII  86  16  916 
X  698  i3  ( 81  24  283  I 
X  92  18  807 
-
1987  I  606  12  073  21  368  119Bi  I  96  20  142 
VII  484  9  923  17  248  1987  1  094  12  936  22  005  VII  75  16  499 
X  C.23  8  991  1 5  l, 91  i  X  I  63  13  306  -·-·  -----· ··---- ----
I 
-- t-- - r  ' 
1988 
I  I  I  379  d  216  14  11 5  i  1988  I  i  62  12  607 
SOURCES  Institute of  Shi~ping  Economics  - Bremea  Howard  Houlder  Chartering  Ltd. TAa..E  3:  WOOLD  .AND  C(lrMNITY  FLE_ETS 
A.  Fleet  as  at  1 July  Cin  million  grt/gt from  1984) 
1960  I  1970  I  1975  I  1977  I  1979  I  1980  I  1951  I  1902  I  1903  I  1984  l1c;~s  11986  I  1987 
ld  129. 8  227.5  3-<12.2  393.7  d 13 •')  419.9  420_8  t1211. 7  <122. 6  41.;8. 7  I, 1 6  3  4Ql, _2j 
EEC  10  48.1  68-3  96.8  105.9  110~4  111.1  109.9  104_5  95-9  87.7  80.5  7o.H  %  EEC  10  3.7.  1  30-0  28.3  2€ ~ 9  26· 7  26. 5  26- 1  24.6  22.7  20.7 _151~·3  _  __ll_.  --
EEC  12  5g·1 
103·4  1~~·.~  1JJ;~  1~~:~ 
119· 4  114.0 
1£(:£ 
88-2  77.4 
%  EEC  12  ':  30·2  2R:4  ?A-P.  21.~  12.]  J 
B  .  Member  States'  fl~ts by  flag  Cin  '000  grt/gt from  1984) 
. 
Existing  fleet  Broken  up 
1981  1982  1983  1984  '1985  1986  1987  1981  198.2  1983  1S84  1985  19.86 
!Germ3ny  7  708  7  707  ·:. 6. 897  6  242  6  177  5  565  4  318  143  185  250  176  318  -
'  :Belgium  1  917  2  271  2  274  2  407  2  4(JJ  2420  2268  - - S8  - - -
Dennark  5  048  5  214  5  115  5  211  4  942  4  651  4873  110  14 4  - - 2137  -
France  11  455  10  771  9  868  8  945  [l  237  5  936  5 371  397  479  650  4611  1  1,)1  73 
Greece  42  005  40  035  37  478  35  059  31  'J:52  28  391  235CD  1  691  3  027  2  931  tl  OCj l  ::;  "!.26  2877 
Ire  lard  268  239  223  221  194  149  154  - - - . - - -
Italy  10  641  10  375  10  015  9  158  8  843  7 897  7 817  210  259  705  J48  1 019  397 
Nether lards  5  460  5  393  4  940  4  586  4  .Yl1  4 324  3  SOB  65  548  3911  1121 I 
t,l')  -
Ll<  25  419  22  505  19  1'22  15  8711  ll,  344  11  567  B 50S  l  026  1  107  932  501  x7  181 
'TTL  EEC  10  1109  929  1U4  51U  9'5  932  87 703  &.J47tl  iD  9Q)  tO  T14  J  642  5  749  5  920  5 971  7  267  :S~<:ii 
SPAIN  B 134  -8  131  7 505  .  6c::6  ::>  4cc  4 949  21  CIS  263  181  ~{J2  2m  . 
PORll.GAL  1377  1  402  1  358  .  1  437  1  114  1  048  11  2  55  - 56  19  . 
TTL  EEC  12  11Y ~  114  043  04  79~ .  .  88  163  77  436  . 66  771  3  674  5  966  6  ~l,6  ;6  152  7 625  3  750 
TTL  VXlRLD  9.75~  18T.I86 ?O··m H9  65If 126 )45  2()&'£) 
Sa.Jrces:  Existing  fleet:  Lloyd's  Register of  Shipping 
Other  data:  Institute of Shipping  Economics,  Bremen  (Annual  or, if unavailable,  monthly  figures) 
't--0 
' 
__._ 
:  ~available 
403  5 
60. 
15 ·1 
66-8 
1987 1981 
26  17 
- -
- .)4  <1 
- 297 
929  2  :100 
- -
425  206 
- -
133  770 
.1 sJ7 '  :.s  7'·2 
37  2tJ::) 
- -
1  554  3  948 
r  z '156  11  ::>48 
Lala  up 
1982  1983  198-411985  1Y1!6  :  198  7 
I 
I 
4(19  501  318  203  - -
- - - - - -
''<JJ  C.·13  99J  503  - -
51  ~)  t  3·13  1  5JG  723  1,9')  272 
10  2t1U  9  ')37  ~.  90;!  3  i'.YI  ·1  f:lt6  1  402 
- - - - - -
1  610  1  635  1  136  6TS  1,()2  194 
.- <162  290  - 11,3  -
2  5'JJ  2  272  2  00•1  1 327  'ICXJ  156 
16  170  16  993  12  259  7  165  2  835 
696  6'16  - ..  - 63 
3'05  - - 223  - - - 16  &:6  17  Cif}  12  621,  i'  seB  2  &35 
38  5·1 5  i  40  Y2'·  31.876  25  5i'8  12  213  8495 30  OC() 
87  000 
10  000 
95  coo 
30  000 
70  coo 
20  o·o:J 
25  coo 
75  oco 
5  {lX) 
TAB...E  4 - CQ\ITRACT  PRICES  FOR  ORDERS  OF  NEW  VESSaS,  1976-1986 
(Prices at the  end  of  the  year  in  USD  million as 
charged  by the  Japanese  ard  Korea  yards) 
I  19751  19781  l9Bo I  19B1 I  19821 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
dwt  pn)duct  carrier  I  15 .o I  16.  0 (  26.01  25.01  11. o I 
dwt  oil tanker  I  16·01  20. o I  36 ·O I  .40. o I  25.0[ 
dwt  oil tanker  I  - I  38.0 I  s7 .o I  58.o I  4.8  .o·l 
dwt  oil/bulk/ore  I  23.01  2<~. o I  ' 
£\7-ol  t-4 .o I  30.01 
dwt  bulk  carrier  I  11. o I  12. o I  20.0]  19.01  13,01 
dwt  bulk  carrier  I  16·01  19. o I  30·01  29.01  19-ol 
dwt  bulk  carrier  I  ;: ~. o I  26-ol  ~1 .ol  t.2 .o I  26 .o I 
1983[  19  S-t. 
I 
16.01  1.:1  ~ 
2a .o I  22  0 
a6.0I  42  0 
28·01  25  Co 
12,01·110 
lB.OI  16  5 
25.01  2"  0 
cbn  LI\G  carrier  llOS·OillS-01150.0il75·0ilSO~Ojl50.0il30.0 
cbn  LPG  carrier  I  ~2· ot  45· 0  l  75,01  75·01  53 .o I  so.ol  .:15.1J 
dwt  rolL-on/roll  -off ship  I  10.0]  12 ·O I  16.o1  zo.o I  15.01  12 .o I  10.0 
I 
Average  price in  USD/cgt  1114  1822  1885  1281  1190  1087 
Source:  Fearnleys 
1965  1986  1987 
i.).O  14-.0  17  0 
0 
1?.5  22.0  i  27.0 
36.'J  41.5  I  45o0 
22.)  25·5  30-U 
10.0  11. 5  15· 0 
1).0  16-0  21·0 
20.5  Z3-0  29,0 
1]0.0  120.0  145 .. 0 
L 2. 5  {., 7. 5  55·0 
9-0  10,0 
13-0  I 
969  11 089  1309 :}.' 
.·.I. 
·',\' 
-·.!· 
~ 
o--J 
TABLE  5 - PRODUCTION  (completions) 
!  r  1976  I  1982  I  190J  1  1  ~Ot1  --·-·!--1-~GS--l  1  'J 0 6 
'  I  1  OOJ  cgrt  !  i OC<j  cgrt  I 1000  cgrt  l!ooo cgrf" - l 000  cgt  I l 000 cgt  I  1  ocx;  cgt 
I  cocrr.!  codf.:  cocrr.  i  cocrr ..  C0di.  \  cor.r::  I  c oc rr _ 
'  Avlf.S  I  l970  I  1970  I  I  I  1984  ..  I  1970  1<11)11  1~c, 
I  ,I  I  I  (1) 
I  l 
Germany  I  1468,o 1  757.3  I  fJ 11 '3  1  673,8  662,2  I  6ll1,2  I  578,7 
Belgiun  I  139,8 I  83,0  I  173,2  I  102,2  102,3  I  12a,4  I  45,0 
Derrnark  I  560,6 I  329' 2  I  3::.3,5  I  389,1  355,4  I  444,0  I  350,7 
France  I  672, a  1  353,3  I  356,8  I  363,1  :557,2  I  16.a,1  I  145,0 
I 
I  .  I  I  I  39,8  I  .a3,8  I  Greece  .  61,8  35,7  32,8  24,7 
Ire  lard  I  20,3 I  .I  19,2  I  - I  I  - - - -
Jtaly  I  353,9  1  156,2  r  217 ,·o  1  183,1  182,3  I  123,8  I  60,9 
Netherlardsl  94o,o  1  390,0  I  415,8  I  248,8  259,3  I  31o.2  I  262,8 
Lhited  -I  985,1  1  394,0  I  319,3  I  295,9  305.3  I  164,4  I  141,5 
Kingdom  I  I  I  I  I  I,  • 
TOTAL  EEC  I  st40.l I  2S24.s  I 2686.8  I  2286.9  ?263-8  I  2.01 s .9  I  1609.'3 
10  I  I  I  I  I  \ 
Spain  I 
734  __ o I  587 .L.  •  4 88. 7  :  345.9  I  400 ·3  I  229.8  ' 
Portugal  53  Q  I  31. 2  I  1 2t,. 7  I  1 8. 5  I  40.)  I  6,. 0  I 
I  I 
13300,2 
I  I  I 
TOTAL  EEC  I  5927.1!  31!.3.4  I  2628. 3  12456.5  I  1900 .2 
12  \  - I  - I  .  _l  I  I  --
Source:  Ccmnission/Lloyd's  Regist-er  of  Shipping  contract 
:  Lhavailable 
(1)  Series  revised  in  March  1986 
1987 
1  000  cgt 
coeff. 
1981. 
396. 4 
25.9 
194· 4 
207-9 
6·6 
-
224.8 
146.2 
162.3 
1  364.5 
328.4 
7.6-3 
1  719.1 TAEl..E  SA  - PRODUCTICJ'.J  (carpletioos~. 
·~- ·- -· 
1983  1981,  1976 
1000  cgrt 
1982 
'l I 1000  cgrt  '1.1  1000  cgrt  l  1000  cgrt  'L  1000  cgt 
coeff.  N..IES  coeff.  '78  coeff.  '7  e·  coeff.  '78  c oc f f.  .  ' 
-----------·-----
:Ec  1 o  1  5  1l,Q ·1  23.31  2  524.8  17.3  2 686-o 
:Ec  12  s 92"/ _,  26· 8  3  ,,,3 .1,  21.5  3 :!00-2 
19,8  2  2&.3_9  1),5  2 ?.63·8 
2.4 ,I.,  ?.  628.3 
~ESTERN  EUROPE 2  8  285·8  37·5  t,  285.0  29.4  t.,  375·6  3.2..3  3  r:m .2  :3·8  :!!  l,Q3.o 
JAPAN  8  ?J.6·8  37·8  5  811  ."1  39.8  4  9;13·2  36.2  6  fD.t.,. 3  45.5  6  951.1 
~EST  OF  WORLD  5  4L,I,  ·4  24·7  4  l,91  -7  30.8  4 2.68·5  31.5  4  '531  .6  YJ-7  ~ 643.9 
INCLUDING:  l 
EASTERN  BLOC  2  755 •4  12 .s  1  678.4  11.5  1  c;y.. .8 
SOUTH  KOREA  349·4  1·6  E2JJ  .3  6.0  935.5 
TOT/\L  f-2  078 ·2  1CD {)  lt.  587•8  1CO.O  3  552 .3 
12~2  cou. 
1ft .0  2  192.3 
7.3  1.072.2  7.3  1 01'. -9 
101  0  4  7L.5.1  10J .0  14  m  1  1 
1985  1986  1987 
l  1000  cgt  l.  1000  cgt  l.. 1000  cgt 
184 3  coeff.  '84  coeff.  I  8ft  coeff. 
-
15.1  2. 015-9  14.2  1  ti:R.3  13.?)  ·1  364.5 
17· 5  2  456.5  "17.'3  1  ~-?.  15-7  1  719.1 
(2.7  3 088-c:>  21.8  2  t,38.H  20.1  -2  168.7 
46·3  6  t,98.t,  t,S .9  5  085 ·'·  41 .?  ·3  795..3 
31·0  1.,  581 ·3  32·3  t,  614 .•  9  3Q.o I  3  2a1 .o 
14·6  1  ({)1 . 7  11  .3  1  t, 12 .I,  11.6  J  002.7 
6·8  1 633·3  11' 5  11  971  _l,  16-2  1  193 ·5 
1m.o  ~4 16:! .6  10J.Or2139_l  10).0  9  245.0 
·-·-..----.. 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register  of  Shipping  contract 
~ 
;~ 
:  Unavailable 
~1976 excluding  Greece 
EEC  +  rest  of  AWES:  Association  of  West  European  Shipbuilders 
3 
l~on-EEC  members  are  Finnish~  Swedish  and  Norwegian  shipbuilders'  associations 
Series  revised  in  March  1986 
l. 
'84 
l4.:8 
18  .. 6 
23,5 
41.1 
3S.  5 
11~ 8 
12.9 
100.0 "CC 
Y\ 
TABLE  6 - NEW  ORDERS 
j'.)~  I Y82l-.  jqe) -T ---- ·-- ·- l<J-84----·-··-· !'  -.! r,)fi~)- --
I J 0 00  cgrt  I  1  OC•J  cgrt I 1  uU:J  cgrt I  ~~ivJ  -~grt 
---~---·--
I  I UlYJ  cgt  I  I llW'  cgt 
I  c oc 1·r.  I  c:  oc f I  . 
I  r: oc r r .  I  ,_ l)f• (  (  .  ,._,,,. r 1  .  I  c f  ::  ~.  I 
I 
I  IIH [  ~  I  19'10  I  ICJ7C  I  lfJ71J  l C) 1\ 1\ 1  I  1  ~ I : I  1.1 
I  I  I  -· -·--.. -·I·-·- ---·I  Germany  I  726 ·1  716-7  s-~-:--;;--~--=~- i-6-:-=~- G44.S  Ci'3_7  I 
1  Belgium  I  75.0  113.3  I  S8. 7  I  eo.7  69 ·5  I  26'8  I 
I  Dennark  I  3 17 . l  2~.6  I  425 .g 
I  4 33 ·l 
4  405.2 
I 
86-0  I 
1 France  I  63·6  175 .g  I  136.4  I  95 ·6  .  106·5  252·5 
Greece  I  :  10·3  I  4-6  I  7.7  7-4  I  29 ·4  I  Ireland  I  19. 2  1 . 3  I  - I  - - I  - . 
I  Italy  I  301 . 5  243.2  I  57. l  J  70.0  68.2  I  2~7' 4 
I  Nether lards I  62 6 ·11  309 .o  I  237 ·3 
I  303· 6  219-~  I  269·B  ! 
llhited  I  6 27  ·6  301.5  I  1 "::D.  4  ' !  10.8 ·3  l 07.6  I  224.4 
Kingdcm  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  1623-e  -------[\9·--
TOTAL  EEC  1  2756-G  20 51  . 8  :  1815·7  1657 ·?.  l97S·B  ' 
10  I  I  I  -----------,---- Spain  c:n.o  323·9  221.1 
I  .  92-2  197·6  I  • 
Portugal·  I  73·0  .  I  2?-8  I  26·0  I  30-6  I  1·2 
I  i  I  IJ13. 5 
I  I  I  I  TOTAL  EEC  l  I 
I 
I 
1' ?80.0  I 2  , rt. ·6  t  3  126.6  I 1  881.9  I  .  12 
I 
· ···-··- 1987  I  1 qe.6 
! tH · •  cgt 
,. nr· I I  1 
1  ·:>cJ.  I 
I  ·  ·  ·  ... 3'28-.-8-r 
4 3·. 2  I 
305·9 
132  .. 4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5 ., 
229-0 
137 ·0 
112·() 
1000  cgt 
coeff_ 
1984 
533  ..  8 
34 ·0 
219 ·2 
60 ·5 
6-5 
408·7 
91·9 
116 . 5 
~-------~ 
i  l  293·~  11  471-1 
I  I ___  _ 
I  258·5 
I  29.5  I 
I 
4 21. 7 
78-1 
I  I  I ,  581-3  1  971 . 0  I 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register of Shipping  contract 
:  lhavailabLe 
\eries revised  in March  1986 TABLE  6A  - NEW  ORDERS 
G
~  ------ -~- 1976  1982  1983  198t.  1985 
1000  cgrt  l  1  DO~  cgrt  1  o cgrt  ~  l  1  ouo--~grt- ~  -~.i~-~ 1-0-UU-cgt-~-7- 1000 .  cgt  ~ 
coeff.  AWES  coerf.  '78  df.  '7o  cncfi.  '18  cncff.  '3'•  COC'Tf.  ',-J, 
'1.  I l UfJl!  cgt 
1986  . .  .  ... 
.  1  98 7 
I.  1000  cgt  '%.  r nr· f  :  • 8'· 
coett.  '84 
EEC  101  I  I  1-----.. --···-·-------·---· ·---) -·------. 
EEC  12  --·  •------ 2 7S6.6  17.2 
3  126.6  19.6 
2 os1 .a 
2  l,ffi.S 
2 %5-S 
4 859-l. 
3 7C8·3 
17·8 
20·8 
25·7 
(,2 ., 
1 623.8 
1 881.9 
2 (,():.. 5 
19-?1·  1. 815· 7 
12 .?. 
llo•O  1 657.2 
1  7ffJ·O 
?.l.11·7 
ll.,O 
15.1 
a:l.5 
1  975·8 
2  17t.•6 
2 
WESTERN  EI..RCPE 
JAPf>N 
REST  OF  \o.mLD 
Inclu::ling: 
4 659.6  29·1 
7 337_5  45·9 
3  985.3  25-0  32·2 
7 )89.1 
5 056-5 
\ 
16·2  2.7(,1·7 
49 ·8  6  2£.0•"3 
:Y. .Q  3 3CB·~ 
22.3 
SIJ.B 
26.9 
6 040 .o 
)  326.0 
)1,3 
2~-2 
2 l.78.6 
l.  4L,O .n 
3  I,IQ•6 
19 •1 
21 • 1 
24.0 
43 .fl 
33.0 
l  293.3 
l  sg1 .3 
1 979·1 
3  4"31.6 
t,  071·) 
13·6\1  471.1 
16.7  1  971-0 
20·9  2.819•4 
36.2  3  120.5 
42-913  800·3 
EASTERN  El.OC 
Scx.ffii  KOREA 
,  896.0  ,,.9 I, 069.0 
325.4  2.0  ,  m2.s 
9·3 I  1 544.0 
B·?  2.147·1 
10.41  1 012.3  8·2  I 1  11.3.9  9.7  1  414·0  13.7  1  874.·9  •  19.8  \1  058·5 
ll.-4\  1236.6  "10•1 
1
1113J·9  10.0  f'D:J•S  7.8 ___  ~~~~  ..  ~---~2_~~--?.1  942·6 
.TOTAL.  15  982.4  100.0  111  533·2  1CD·O  \14  8~  .1  ,-, 1 m ·6  100-o  10 :;zu  1  m-o  \  _::_~~2-o  ___  lf~ .o 19  7 40 · 2 
________  ..J._  _  _;_. ___  ___l ______  __,_ ______  :;-Sou-r-ce-:---;:C::-cmn~i7 ss:-::i:=on/Lloyd' s  Reg1 ster o  1~1ng conTrat t 
~? 
(j"l 
:  Lhavailable 
~1976 excluding Greece 
EEC  +rest of  AWES:  Association of West  European  Shipbuilders 
3 
.  1\bn-EEC  rrerrbers:.are  Fimish, Swedish  ard l'brwegian  shipbuilders'  associations 
Series revised in March  1986 
----------
1 5 •1 
20•2 
z9·o 
32•0 
39• 0 
1 Q.9 
19• 9 
100.-[ TABLE  7  - BREAKDOWN  OF  ORDERS  BY  FLAG 
ORDERS  PLACED  BY  COMMUNITY  SHIPOWNERS: 
J  "1976  1982  198t,  Cl)  1985 
I 
1986  1987 
I  With  shipyard  in:  A:  national  market  I 
8:  other  EC  countries  A  B  c  A  B  ·c  A  B  c  A  B  c  A  B  c 
B I  A  c  c:  third  countries 
j 
% of  total  64  5  31  ·n  1  22  63·9  3-9  32.2  74.9  11.3 13.8  76.6  7.0  16.1,  n.6  3.3119.1  ! 
TOTAL  in  '000  cgrt/cgt  3027  1  8?6  2  039  1  630  1  297  1  737  ! 
i 
ORDERS  RECEIVED  BY  COMMUNITY  SHIPYARDS 
1976  1982  1984  1985  1986  ,1987 
~  I  from  shipowner  in:  A:  national  market  1  ·~  :.  ;  ! 
B:  other  EC  countries  ·  A  8  C  A  B  C  A  8  C  A  8  C  A  B  C  A  B I  c 
C:  thirdcountries  1  j_.t __  _ 
----------- ----- - 68.3  3,0  28,7 
% of  t o  t a l  7  0  5  2  5  7  3  1  2 6  78. 7  4 . 7  16. 6  61 . 8  9 . 3  28. 9  62. 8  5  • 8  31 ,  t, 
------------------------------------i---~--L---~---1~~---r-- - ---
TOTAL  in  '000  cgrt/cgt  2  756  1  988  1. 657  1  976  1  581  1  971 
1series  revised  in  March  1986 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register  of  Shipping  contract 
Remarks:  1976  - EEC  excluding  Greece;  1986  - EEC  including  Spain  and  Portugal 
There  may  be  slight  differences  in  the  totals  compared  with  similar data  in  other  tables. 
~ TABLE  8 - TREND  OF  NEW  ORDERS  BY  TYPE  OF  VESSEL 
TOTAL 
Oil  tankers  B.Jlk  carriers  Cargo  ships  Non-cargo  vessels  (including 
unspecified) 
l  I 
I 
I  1COJ  %  10....1J  %  1CXX)  ..  1CXX)  I 
~·  1CXD  ~-
"'  "' 
,., 
I  cgrt  cgrt  cgrt  cgrt  cgrt  1:  "''Ld 
790.6  1783·2  Ot197  ·3  2969.81  ltl0-10, 9 
EEC  30.9  3·9  75 '1  .d  .2  17 Gil· t1  zo.a  670.5  22·6  25-10.9  1 e .1 
/  1978  \t.Jrld  1185 ,.:;  53<l  ·8  6163·8  29 12. 'I 
10796· 7 
EEC  ::.s .2  t1.7  23·6  tl.<l  J3t1l. 3  21  ·8  591.5  20.3  2012 .G  iB-6 
1979  \t.Jrld  JJ  G~l. 8  2'/4<1  ·9  511l0 .11  29,,9 .e:  lt1207 . () 
EEC  168. l  s.o  L\66 ·5  17.0  1172'6  22.8  71J7.6'  25-3  2SSL1  .e  18.0 
1980  \t.Jrld  2960·2  ll32S·3  471)0 ·1  22 g 1 . 9  lt1357·S 
EEC  27J. 7  ~.2  ·1  ?~-, . CJ  q.n  J(l?:-1 .,  ?.l.tl  7110.8  3?. J  ;'t163·r.l  17' 2 
1981  \t.Jrld  11 66. 7  49 ]11  ·9  <1967. 9  21133·0  111053 ·1 
I 
EEC  75 -1  6·4  <l 87. 9  9  .g  13<12·7  27 ·0  606.<1  2<1  .9  2525 ·2  ll3. 0 
1982  \t.Jrld  662 •6  233:) ·J  5679·9  2135'•<:'  10813·2 
I 
I 
EEC  70.3  J 0. ()  197 ·s  8.5  1093·2  ~2.0  6?.8.0  29·<l  19e9·0  Hl·.:l 
1983  \t.Jrld  1682·1  53'70'3  5910.8  1886·9  14050 ·~ 
EEC  S2 · 3  5. 5  110'7  2 ·1  1039 '9  17' 6  380.9  20·2  1623.2,  10·9 
1984  \t.Jrld  1176·2  3690·6  L\7<12'2  1956.2  i  12088 ./I 
I 
EEC  1 79· 3  15.2  165·6  4.3  9<1<1'2  19-9  <ltJO · 8; .  22· 9  1815'71  14·6 
•  I  ·-
1COJ  cgc  !.  10:::0  cgt  J  !.  1CfXJ  cgt  't  hCOJ  cgt! .  l  1COJ cgt  I  't 
1984  WJr~d
1  470.1  3918·4  5299-9  2089.21  11777. 6! 
EEC1  15· 3  3·3  152 ·8  3-9  1 029. 7  19·4  459.3  22•0  1657.2  1 4 .1 
1985  \t.Jrld  575. 4  2'• 5t, · 5  5138.8  2152.!.  10321.3 
EEC  18. 0  3 .1  1 54 '9  6.3  1033·5  20 .1  769·6  35 ·8  1975.8  19. 1 
1986  \t.Jrld  1199.7  1296·0  L,208·4  2778.0  9482.0 
EEC  o.o  I  0  108·0  8·3  768·6  18·3  704•7  25  ·4  1581-3  16.7 
' 
1987  \t.Jrld  1404·6  1033·2  4899·7  2402·7  9740·2 
EEC  107·5  7  7  45 ·3  4·4  1128·1  23·0  690, 1  28·7  1971· 0  l 20.2 
1series  revised  in  March  1986 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register of  Shipping  contract 
Remarks:  1986  + 1987  - EEC  inclL.ding  Spain  ard  Portugal ~ 
_p 
·~··.· 
TAEl..E  9 - ORDER  BOOKS 
--------------- ------------ --- L_  ORDER  ElCla<S  AT  31  DECOOER  J 
1976  -~--,9-sz  ----j--19-8~--T-·--·-·,984  ---.----------------
,  c.-n  cgrt  lr.Ctl  cgrt.  'u ( 1  1 cgrt  I li'•: 1 1  cgrt  11 Xll  cgt 
1 
·: () c r r _  •:  111~ I I .  '  (  I.UI.'  I  I  ,_,lt: I  i  1:' II: I f -
1985 
1111!  cgt 
.- •... r 1 _ 
1986  _,11987 
11  1 1 1 cgt  11 xx 1  cgt 
I  Ill":  i  •:•··-·11 
j f):·',.'.  ')'!,-y, 
Germany 
.\  .'''..JES  I  j~l/0  1';,·;)  'I  l')i'(',  1<):-;1,  I  j'_i:~t. 
i  (  1) 
1---------,\ 2  _1_1_3-.3--j-----;;;·~1-- ---6~·;-;--i.- ~~0  .9----- --- ~;~-~~r---.--~0; ~-- ·- I 
529·7  \  636-9 
Belgiun 
Derrnark 
France 
Greece 
Ire lard 
Italy 
Nether lards 
277.0 
923.5 
1  770. 'I 
43.9 
1  036·2 
917 ·1 
Lhited K~  ---~-- -r-2--989.~ 
TOT/IL  EEC  10  9  070.8 
--
Spain 
261  .1 
603.9 
978-5 
191· 4 
20·0 
480·4 
498-8 
714. 1 
143.7 
707  7  '\ 
598·6 
138 ·1 
747.2 
331.9 
1 21·  7 
1)6. 1 
6?2·2 
263 .. 3 
"137•£. 
62 .1 
L, 4 2 . 1 
382. 7 
119'9 
60·0 
t:Z9.2 
"3 71  ·2 
i02 •B 
i 
146  ,  I 
2-1  - - - I 
75.0 
4 7 3 .9 
234_,5 
1 21  . 5 
356·3  230·4  195.5  34s.z  t.6s-2.  I  864.8 
308·8  379·0  3>31·  6  300-3  195·6  i  14'1  .-8 
~-,  3oz~_z__  ____ 292· 3  3sz._.5_  __;,_zs_·!f  I  369 ·7 
4  738:3 I 3  418·9  2  932·0  2  655·5  z s14--z.  z  ~so-t.  I z  96~3.1 
1  325 ·3  967 ·4  690 .5  4 91· 5  52 7- 7  635.6 
Portugal 
-
TOT/IL  EEC  12  .__ ____  .:__  _  _.t ___  --_-: ~~~:  -:~;~.<:-~--1· ----·  ··---~~::  :: ~~J~~:  >~~-~---1 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register of  Shipping  contract 
:  lhavailable 
1Series  revised  in  Marc~ 1986 EEC  101 
EEC  12 
WESTERN  EUR<PE2 
JAPAN 
REST  OF  WORLD 
INCLUDING: 
EAST_ERN  BLOC 
SOJn-l  KOOEA 
T.AB..E  9A  - ORDER  BOOKS 
-------·  ··-------·--·  -··-~·-··--·· 
ORDER  BOOKS  AT  31  DECEMBER  1-
1976  1932  ~--1-9_8_3  ___ r- 1984  -- 1955  \  1986 
1 000  cgrt  'I.  1000  cgrt  .  1  1000  cgrt  ·1.  won  cgrt~}li  rmo ·  · cgt  .  'I.  won  cgt  ..  T  i'  1 onn  cgt  . 
coeff.  AWES  cocff_  '/8  cCJeff".  '/3  r:ocU .....  •  __  ~.:_~  r:c,r_·fL  •L•,r,3  c.ro~rL  '.:.··  u~t:l!.  '•'.1, 
9 o?O-a  22-91  4  738.3  20-o\  3 418.9  ---..  ,-{21"~~9;;.-·o  .. -----~~~--z~;·;.s_  .. __  12.n 2-a1:_2 .. _  15-_-2\,  2··4~~-- 1'>.9 
6  322-0  26·6  4  510·3  18·71  :  '3  lta.4·4  15.8  3 399.7  1~)-:'S  3  075·1  19·7 
15  839-2  t,O,O  B 212·6  Y.·6  5 9:XJ•B  24·51  5 057,6  22·5  4  62~·1  21.Cl  I.  273.9  2.).0  3  843.3  24.6 
12093·8  -:!D.6  6640•2  28·0  8£.77·9  35.117969·6  35·l.  e22.1•S  37.2  5915.2  31·9  3915-9  2S.CI 
11  636-1  29,4  8 878·7  37·4  9 739·8  40-4  9 464·8  42.1  9 226·9  41.8  8 374 ·8  45.1  7 88q.S 
2 570-7 
:943-2 
6. 51  2 d.6.2 
2.4  1 854.9 
9·31  2.5-46.0 
7·8  2. B~l. 
10.61  2 318.6 
12.0  3 203-'1 
10",31  2  2l.2 .z 
14 .?.  3  223.1 
10,21  2  2~.4 
14.6  2 578-7 
, 2. "I  2  Q31.. .3 
13.9  1  Cf:.fi :2. 
50.4 
18.4 
12.2 
1987 
'X. 
I.\ I'. :  I  I  ;  ..  ; t, 
2968 .1 
3r12·1 
4933 ·8 
2'110·) 
(\703 '7 
3149 .. 6 
263'7.1 
17·9 
U.41 
29.8
1
1  1?·o 
52·6 
19·v\ 
1s.  9 I 
~  TOTAL  ,39  569.1  100·0123  731·5  100.9 24.118.5  IL'G.L\  22  ~92·  ~- ~w.u_\22 072:6  lCO .cl1s  S63 .9  '\C0~0..l1s  ~~-~--i~-~~1655~~--~00oO  . 
Source:  Commission/Lloyd's  Register of Shipping  contract 
:  Lnavailable 
~1976 excluding Greece 
EEC  + rest of  AWES:  Association of West  Europecn  ShiJ:h,Jilders 
3 
l'b'rEEC  merrbers  are Fimish, Swedish  ard Norwegian  shiJ:h,Jilders'  associations 
Series  revised in March  1986  · 
. "cr:'  ·io 
.... TAS...E  10 - ORDER  BOO<S  AND  DaiVERY  SCHEDll..E 
I  1987 
I 
1000  cgt  coeff.  1984 
I 
For  delivery  in: 
Total 
Prod.  order  I  .I. 
1991  1987  book  at 
I 31  Dec.  1988  I 
1989  1990  et seq. 
1987 
' 
Germany  396,4  686. 9  474.1  181. 4  31.. 5  -
Belgil.lll  25, 9  75,0  45'0  30.0  - -
Dennark  ·  194~4  473.9  244·9  127 .5  101 .4  -
France  207  .. 9  234.5  181 ·8  52.7  - -
Greece  6.6  1 21. 5  99·0  22.5  - -
Irelard ..  - - - - - -
Italy  224, 8  864·8  289·9  342.8  127 ·2  105.0 
Nether lards  146  .. 2  141 • 8  136-· 2  5 ·6  - -
Lhited  King:bn  162,.3  369·7  27o.o  97·7  2 .0  -
TOTAL  EEC  10.  1364.5  2968.1  1740 .9  860.2  262.1  105 .o 
Spain  328.4  635 .6  394 ·1  197.5  31·9  12 .2 
Portugal  26·3  108 ;3  65  .1  24·5  18·7  -
TOTAL  EEC  12  1719-1  3712 ·1  2·200 .o  1082.3  312.6  117.2 
~ 
·:::-:·.·.:·. .0-s> 
\~ 
:  :975 
TABLE  11  - EMPLOYMENT  IN  SHIPBUILDING  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
(New _?Ji Lding) 
:  ~~ 'e  ~  Si 7 g  :;_~I [:(I  lSG~  :  ~~ e  ;~ 
·--·~- -------··------ ----~- -----
Belgillll  7  r,0 -;  6  614 
Dermark  \6  630  1 2  IJ.)(J 
France  32  :.on  25  30(1 
Gennany  Llf'  83 9  31  } i  3 
\  Greece  2  316 
Ire  lard  C69  840 
Italy  2  :zs  coo  2()  'J)I_-, 
Netherlands 
-~2  6(.2  17  S4Q 
Lhited  Kingdan  ::.a  550  41  OSC• 
Total  EEC  10 .  208.833  ~54.457(5) 
Spain  .  . 
Portugal  .  . 
iOTAL  EEC  12  -
CTable  carpi Led  frcxn  natiooal srurces) 
~Revised figures 
I 
6  258  6  52 3  6  347  4  6fJO 
9  900  11  400  \  1  350  11  800 
23  OJO  22  200  22  200  21  GOO 
27  369  24  784  26  521  27  600 
2. 67 2  3  393  2  900 
750  750  ·752  882 
19  coo  18  OJO  16  :.:::.o  13  7SO 
lll  540  13  1 ()()  1.3  ~- C·J  12  f\00 
3l  200  24  800  25  345  25  000 
32.017(5)  124.229  125  518  121  012 
. 
I 
l  ';1['."2,  J ~!3 ,,  l ,, "'c  .) ._,  _,  1986 
------·--
tl  10,1  4  01)0  3923  2  995 
i l  zoo  10  300  1  o  ;:no  7  000 
21  (1.)0  J6  940  1::,  058  1 3  700 1 6 
25  966  22  189  22  zGrJ  18  184 
2  812  2  000  2  OJO  1  709 1 
S50  - - -
l2  aoo  12  800  12  ooo4  11  570 4 
11  ?SO  10  330  6  236  5  400 j 
20  ,.,()6  ld  555  lO  2003  8  500 
~10  168  93  2/4  81  877  69  0581 
1 s  000  18  000 
5 370  5  087 
I 
iOS  247  n  14 s 1 
I 
- . 
I 
\ 
Fran  1975  to 1984 =  including naval  dockyards  estimated to be: 
3 
1975_:  1 800;  1978  and  1979:  3 2CXJ;  1980:  3. 400;  1981  and  1982:  3 200;  1983  and  1984:  2 BCXJ. 
1.  1  ?8 7 
-,  r  L 
(._  .) 
7  oc 
8  9l 
~ 
I 
1 2  8  ~ 
1  6; 
-
9  5( 
3  6( 
8  0( 
51,  084 
17  3004-
5  020 
76  404 
Excluding  jobs  in Harlard &  Wolff  Shipyard  <Northern·  Ireland). 
4  This  figure  for 1985  ard  1986  was  4 em  and  for 1987  3 500 
5
Estimated 
6
Excluding  Greece 
7
The  figure  for 1986  and  1987  covers  jobs  in new  shipbuilding  and  naval  and  para-naval  building  (cooversion,  naval  vessels and  off-shore vessels). 
2 780  unemployed  shruld be added  to this figure;  of  these  2 ODD  represent  a  structural overcapacity  for  whom  no  new  jobs  can  be  found 
Lhavailable 0  V E R V I  E W  8  y  M E M 8  E  R  S  T  A  T  E 
-----------------------------------------------
(*)  Source:  AWES  1987/88  annual  report - 1  -
BELGIUM 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION  OF  THE  INDUSTRY 
During  the  years  1986/1987,  Boelwerf  NV  reduced  its workforce  by  40%  to  a 
total  of  1900.  A similar  action  was  carried out  by  the  medium  sized. yard 
NV  Scheepswerven  van  Langerbrugge.  This  yard  employs  150  workers. 
i~id-1987,  an  agreement  was  made  between  Scheepswe rven  van  Langerbrugge 
and  Fulton  Marine  to  form  a  group  in  order  to  defend  common  interests  and 
to  collaborate  on  newbuilding  and  repair  work. 
B.  NEWBUILDING 
The  orderbook  at  the  end  of  1987  equalled  73  720  cgt,  comprising  4 
ships:  1  LPG  tanker,  2  product  carriers  and  1  dredger. 
- New  orders  during  1987  were  for  2  LPG  tankers  and  1  dredger. 
- Deliveries  during  the  year  1987  equalled  22  021  cgt. 
DENMARK 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION  OF  THE  INDUSTRY 
After  several  years  of  declining  activity  the  situation  stabilized 
somewhat  in  1987,  but  slim  order  books  in  some  yards  and  a  difficult 
market  suggest  that  further  reductions  ~ill take  place  during  1988. 
Substantial  reorganizations  are  being  carried out  by  Danyard  A/S  and  its 
Elsinore  repairyard  closed  in  spring  1988;  very  substantial  reductions  of 
manpower  and  capacity  have  been  announced  in  the  yard•s  faci t ities  in 
Aalborg. - 2  -
B •  S  H  I P  BU I L  D  I N  G 
- During  1987  members  of  the  Danish  Associ.ation  completed  14  merchant 
ships  totalling  some  168,000 cgt,  i.e.  45%  Less  than  the  compensated 
gross  tonnage  completed  the  year  before  (1986:  313,000  cgt). 
New  orders  were  placed  for  17  merchant  ships  in  1987  totalling 
182,000  cgt  - 33%  down  on  1986  (1986:  270,000  cgt),  but  as  new  orders 
were  bigger  than  the  extraordinary  low  Level  of  completions,  the  order 
book  increased  by  6%  from  end-1986  tiLl  end-1987  i.e.  to  25  ships 
representing  407,000  cgt  (1986:  385,000  cgt). 
- As  from  1  October  1985  to  1  October  1986  newbui lding  employment  with 
the  yards  was  reduced  by  3,460  workers  down  to  6,300  workers  (- 35%). 
In  the  12-months'  period  up  to  1  October  1987  the  newbuilding 
employment  declined  further  down  to  6,070  workers.  Newbuilding 
employment  is  expected  to  decrease  by  a  further  1-2,000  workers  during 
1988. 
FRANCE 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
-Restructuring  of  the  French  shipbuilding  industry  was  actively  pursued 
during  1987  and  was  characterized  in  particul~~  ~~ the  concentration  of 
activities  in  a  reduced  number  of  yards. 
Thus,  the  constructiu~  of  large  ships  is  now  centered  at  the 
Saint-Nazaire  yard  of  Alsthom's  Shipbuilding  Division,  with  a  workforce 
of  about  4,800  people.  This  is the  result  of  the  following  operations: 
* the  closure  of  its  Dubigeon  subsidiary at  Nantes;  an  important  part 
of  the  latter's personnel  was  transferred  to  Saint-Nazaire; - 3  -
-~..- the  gradual  tapering  of  Normed's  activities  as  a  result  of  the 
decision  taken  in  1986;  this  group  has  seen  the  closure  of  the 
Dunkirk  site  in  1987  to  be  followed  by,  Likely  in  1988,  La  Ciotat 
yard  when  it  has  completed  its  last  vessel.  Also  the  case  of 
La  Seyne  will  be  settled during  1988. 
As  regards  Ateliers  &  Chantiers  du  Havre  building  medium-sized 
ships  - the  workforce  was  reduced  nearly  by  half  when  their  subsidiary 
Ateliers  &  Chantiers  de  La  Rochelle-Pallice  was  closed  in  May  1986. 
This  company  is  now  the  only  remaining  shipyard  in  Le  Havre  employing 
about  1000  people. 
The  smaller  yards  have  also  been  deeply  restructured.  This  concerns  in 
particular  the  ongoing  liquidation  of  the  Manche  S.A.  Group- its 
Saint  Malo  yard  will  probably  be  taken  over  by  a  new  owner  - and 
drastic  Labour  cutbacks  at  Constructions  Mecaniques  de  Normandie  and  at 
Chantiers  & Ateliers  de  La  Perriere. 
In  terms  of  total  workforce,  restructuring  operations  as  a  whole 
resulted  between  1986  and  the  middle  of  1988  in  a  reduction  from  13,500 
to  7000  persons. 
B.  NEWBUILDING 
- During  the  year  1987,  ships  completed  aggregated  250,000  cgt,  due  to 
the  delivery  at  the  end  of  the  year  of  the  "SOVEREIGN  OF  THE  SEAS",  the 
Largest  cruise  ship  of  tr.e  world  counting  for  approximately 
110,000  cgt. 
The  year  was  still marked  by  the  continued  presence  of  the  French  yards 
in  the  range  of  high  added-value  vessels,  especially  cruise-ships. - 4  -
GERMANY 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
In  1987  the  restructuring  of  the  German  shipbuilding  industry 
accelerated.  A report  commissioned  by  the  Coastal  States  in  1986  came  to 
the  conclusion  that  a  further  cut-back  of  newbuilding  capacities  was 
inevitable.  The  German  Shipbuilding  and  Ocean  Industries  Association 
stated  in  a  memorandum  that  the  total  turnover  in  shipnewbuilding  would 
fall  from  3  billion  DM  p.a.  to  2  billion  DM  p.a.,  thus  making  a  further 
reduction  of  capacities  necessary.  By  the  end  of  1987  8,500  employees 
out  of  a  total  of  10,000  envisaged  had  been  released  Leading  to  an 
employment  figure  of  abt.  32,000  at  the  end  of  the  year. 
There  are  now  three  major  shipbuilding  groups  in  Germany: 
1)  Bremer  Vulkan  with  affiliated  companies  Werften  Schi chau  Seebeckwerft  AG, 
Bremerhaven;  Lloyd  Werft  Bremerhaven  GmbH,  Bremerhaven  and  Neue  Jade 
Werft  GmbH,  Wilhelmshaven. 
2)  HOW  with  affiliated  Werft  Nobiskrug  in  Rendsburg,  which  concentrates 
on  shiprepairing. 
3)  Blohm  +  Voss  has  joint  managem.ent  with  TNSW,  Emden. 
Compared  with  the  former  struct•.•re  of  activities  of  the  industry,  where 
merchant  ship  newbuilding  represented  the  dominant  part,  the  new 
composition  of  activities  is  as  follows:  45%  merchant  shipnewbuilding, 
15%  Naval  shipbuilding  and  20%  each  on  repairs  and  non-shipbuilding 
activities. 
B.  SHIPNEWBUILDING 
- The  competitiveness  of  the  German  Industry  was  negatively  influenced  by 
the  development  of  exchange  rates.  In  1987,  the  DM  was  appreciated 
against  the  US-Dollar  by  23/.  <27%  in  1986). - 5  -
-In 1987,  shipnewbuilding  production  decreased  again.  The  completions 
included  67  ships totalling  420,000  cgt,  equivalent  to  a  turnover.of  2 
billion  OM. 
- New  orders  amounted  to  60  ships  with  a  total  of  510,000  cgt  equivalent 
to  2,3  billion  DM.  Not  all  shipyards  participated  in  this 
order-volume.  Especially  smaller  yards  are still suffering  from  a  Lack 
of  work. 
GREAT  BRITAIN  AND  NORTHERN  IRELAND 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
The  year  1987  was  a  period  of  consolidation  for  British  Shipbuilders, 
after the extensive  restructuring which  took  place  in  1986.  The  shipyard 
of  Smith's  Dock,  in  Middlesbrough,  closed  in  February,  on  completion  of 
its  last  ship,  and  the  land  was  sold  to  the  local  Port  Authority.  Most 
of  it  is  to  be  used  as  an  offshore  support  base,  though  the  dry-docks 
have  been  reactivated  for  shiprepair. 
A further  reduction  in  the  remaining  workforce  of  British  Shipbuilders, 
as  announced  in  May  1986,  has  since  taken  place.  By  the  end  of  December 
1987,  total  employment  in  British  Shipbuilders  and  all  its  subsidiary 
companies  had  fallen  to  6,368,  compared  with  8,051  a  year  earlier,  and 
fewer  than  5,000  are  engaged  in  newb•Ji Lding. 
British Shipbuilders  Enterprise Ltd.,  a  company  set  up  to  help  redundant 
employees  find  new  occupations,  completed  its  task  and  was  dissolved  at 
the  end  of the  year. 
Since  1987,  BS  is  no  longer  engaged  in  shiprepairing. 
As  regards  Harland  &  Wolff  in  Belfast,  which  is  also  a  state-owned 
ship- and  repairing  yard  but  independent  from  BS,  the  continuing 
depressed  state  of  the  market  and  the  absence  of  new  work  may  Lead  to 
further  reductions  in  the  workforce,  which  stood  at  about  4,200  during 
1987. - 6  -
B.  NEWBUILDING 
Orders  for  only  four  ships  were  placed  with  British  Shipbuilders  in  1987, 
totalling  66,500  cgt;  two  container  ships,  a  small  ferry  and  a  dredger. 
Ten  ships  of  140,881  cgt  were  completed,  and  an  order  for  one  small  ship 
was  cancelled.  The  orderbook  at  31  December  1987  was  thus  reduced  to  29 
ships  of  188,000  cgt. 
GREECE 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
Employment  in  newbuilding  and  repairing  was  further  .reduced  by  1,683 
persons,  or  23,8%  to  1986  figur~s.  Most  of  these  remained  in  the yards, 
employed  to  industrial  production. 
B.  NEWBUILDING 
No  new  orders  were  placed  with  the  Greek  yards  in  1987.  Work  continued 
at  "Hellenic  Shipyards"  for  the  building of  4  reefer  vessels  of  4,500  cgt 
ordered  late  1985  for  Russian  interests.  Diversification  to  industrial 
works  for  government  ~ccount  continued  in  both  "Hellenic"  and  "Eleusis" 
shipyards.  A number  of  new  orders  were  placed  by  Greek  owners  in  foreign 
yards. 
ITALY 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
The  process  of  restructuring  of  the  major  shipbuilding  industry  is  going 
on  and  encouraging  results  were  achieved  in  1987:  new  and  more  advanced 
efficiency targets are  being set. - 7  -
With  regard  to  capacity  reduction,  the  shipbuiLding  sector  is,  in 
particular,  seeking  further  early  retirement  measures  in order  to  speed  . 
up  the  removal  of  structural  redundancies  <650  units  have  Left  in  1987) 
which  are  now  under  Unemployment  Compensation  Fund  and,  therefore,  not 
involved  in. the production activity. 
B.  NEWBUILDING 
The  orders  acquired  in  1985  and  at  the  end  of  1986  - thanks  to  the 
starting  of  the  Long  awaited  modernization  process  of  the  Italian fleet  -
allowed,  at  the  end  of  1987,  a  workload  of  about  725,000  cgt. 
In  1987,  completions  amounted  to  232,650  cgt  compared  to only  52,500  c~t 
in  1986. 
THE  NETHERLANDS 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
Developments  in  both  the  newbuilding  and  the  shiprepairing sector  of  the 
Dutch  Shipbuilding  Industry  can  only  be  defined  as  being  very  poor.  Also 
in  the  sector  of  the  builders  and  repairers  of  small  seagoing  and  inland 
waterway  vessels  the  situation was  very  difficult. 
Several  sh1p  and/or  repair yards  were  closed  and  many  had  to  reduce  their 
workforce  considerably.  During  1987,  the  reduction  in  manpower  of  the 
members  of  CEBOSINE  and  "Hoogezand"  was  15%,  from  13,260 to  11,270  (the 
total  for  1983  was  22,000). 
B.  NEWBUILDING  (ships  over  100  gt) 
Despite  the  fact  that  some  yards  managed  to  book  rather  fair orders,  the 
temporarily  increased  level  of  the  generic  support  system  did  not  prove 
to  be  an  adequate  answer  to the  present  crisis of  the  remaining  capacity. - 8  -
During  1987,  some  1,600 employees  lost  their  job.  Six  yards  were  closed 
down  and  five  were  restructured. 
Order  intake  for  seagoing  vessels  comprised:  69  ships,  aggregating 
176,700 cgt,  of  which  for  export  35  ships,  aggregating  49,300  cgt.  For 
comparison:·  in  1986,  orders  for  53  ships  <121,575  cgt)  were  received. 
The  output  amounted  to  74  ships totalling  20,000  cgt  of  which  for  export: 
37  ships  totalling 60,100  cgt. 
The  small  shipbuilding  yards,  building  and  repairing  seagoing  ships 
smaller  than  100 gt,  vessels  for  inland navigation,  service  vessels  and 
other  non-cargo  vessels  are  still  in  a  difficult  economic  situation  as 
also  during  1987  the  penetration  of  the  larger  yards  in  the traditional 
market  sector of  the  smaller  yards  increased. 
PORTUGAL 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
As  a  major  step  for  further  restructuring  of  the  industry  shipyards  or 
groups  were  invited  on  a  world-wide  basis  to  take  concession  of operating 
the  Setenave  yard.  A decision  is expected  for  1988. 
Shiprepairing  yards  underwent  far-reaching  res~ructuring;  the  remaining 
capacities  could  find  a  better employment  than  in  former  years. 
B.  SHIPNEWBUILDING 
Deliveries  amounted  to  16  ships  27,300  cgt.  New  orders  received  amounted 
to  24  ships with  81,600  cgt. 
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SPAIN 
A.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
1987  has  been  rather  a  good  year  for  the  Spanish  shipbuilding  industry. 
The  changes  in  management  of  the  public  yards  and  a  more  aggressive 
commercial  policy  have  enabled  these  yards  to  be  more  active  on  the 
international  market  resulting  in  a  significant  number  of  new  contracts. 
During  1987,  agreements  between  the public  and  private  shipyards  in  Spain 
were  concluded.  These  agreements  accomplished  the  founding  of  a  new 
association,  UNINAVE  where  all  yards,  public  and  private,  will  be 
represented.  Although  this  newly  founded  association  has  been  legally 
set  up,  not  all  of  private  yards  are  already  associated.  For  the  time 
being,  CONSTRUNAVES  continues  to  represent  the  Spanish  Shipbuilders. 
8.  SHIPNEWBUILDING 
In  1987  ships  completed  totalled  340,513  cgt. 
amounted  to  501,614 cgt. 
New  orders  received 